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Better Visibility Into Your City’s Capabilities

H

ow well do you really understand the
capabilities of companies, institutions,
and experts in your city?

Even before the COVID-19 crisis, data on the capabilities of productive or research organizations
often lacked in detail and was not easily searchable or updatable. This stiflied the government’s
attempts to rapidly coordinate supply chains to
compensate for shortages of essential goods
(e.g. PPE, ventilators) from national levels down to
municipalities struggling to find resources.

For example, in April 2020, Luminex
Corporation had the skills and availability to boost
their production of COVID-19 testing kits by
10,000/week, but was missing just one specific
piece of equipment. Government of Canada agencies were eager to help the company, but could
only do so by “putting the word out” that they
were in need of it. In other words, they lacked the
information to know whether the equipment did or
did not exist locally. What’s worse, they lacked a
failsafe system that wouldn’t rely on “getting the
word” to the right person in time.

QReserve provides real insight into
company capabilities and capacity.
QReserve’s collaboration platform provides
your city with an online tool connecting people
to who and what they need.

within trusted community organisations. Making
this data accessible, searchable and actionable
provides an unmatched level of value and trust.

As a Hamilton, Ontario based software company founded in 2014, QReserve Inc. has directly
helped thousands of people globally access tools
and resources within organizations that otherwise
would have been hidden and inaccessible.

Our platform is needed in the short-term
to quickly and efficiently coordinate efforts for
Canadian stakeholders to meet acute production and research needs during the COVID-19
pandemic. In the long-term, QReserve’s platform
ensures readiness for both future crises and
opportunities. Companies and organizations are currently hyperaware of the opportunity to
be better prepared in the
future making this an ideal
time to invest in capability
asset mapping.

Our unique online portal connects
organizations with available capacity
and capabilities to those who
need it through a distributed mapping portal.
Organizations
can
easily submit and modify real, specific information
about their capabilities - all hosted

Unprecedented Access to Data Will Make Cities Envious
Are the asset maps you use now static, shallow,
and uninformative when key decisions need to
be made?
QReserve gives you the tools to house a rich,
dynamic, interactive database of capability data
that engages resource owners and stakeholders
at all levels.
QReserve’s platform makes participation straightforward, accessible and accountable. Companies
can participate and benefit within a matter of
minutes to give you unprecedented access to
information that those companies wish you already
knew, especially in times of crisis and opportunity.
Limitless Scope: Map the equipment and service
offerings of entire regions’ research and productive
organizations.
Distributed Workload: Allow companies to be
in control of their information but still maintain
oversight and access to data.
Fast Search: Granular search capabilities within
and among a variety of organizations provide
unprecedented levels of insight to what is available
and when.
Project Management: A project management
module allows several organizations to smoothly
manage procurements involving several parties
and transactions.

QReserve provides insightful dashboard reporting and search tools easily integratable with existing IT
and website infrastructure.

Attract Investment With Actionable Intelligence
QReserve provides your city with a one-stopshop to see who has and can do what is needed
for business.
Organizations may not necessarily know that
they have part of a solution required to produce
essential goods such as N-95 masks. However,
procurement and industry experts, with their
knowledge of the equipment capable of manufacturing specific goods, can locate all necessary stakeholders required for its production,
coordinate the purchase and manage the project
throughout its completion all from QReserve’s
platform.
It’s time for an asset map that really delivers
value. Combining data richness with easy searchability, government (federal, provincial and municipal) and economic development organizations can
leverage this platform as a truly useful economic

ecosystem map, attracting foreign direct investment and investment in regional research and
development infrastructure, leveraging regions’
areas of strength, and building up their relative
areas of weakness.
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Interactive kiosk displays can be configured to pull
data directly from your QReserve portal to provide
on-site or off-site access to information with engaging
touch screen controls.
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